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SMART AVIONICS



Introduction

Most of the incidents during low-altitude flight or HEMS (Helicopter Emergency Medical
Service) are caused by collision with cables. Since a cable, by its nature, is difficult to
pinpoint during flight, the Robotics division of TopNetwork thought about trellises as a
way to spot cables. Not being able to rely on an accurate geo-localized mapping of trellises,
it is not always easy to pinpoint them during visual flight, especially when busy with rescue
operations. Another important aspect is the mountainous morphology of our territory:
rescue operations often take place in areas where luxuriant flora adds to the difficulty of
spotting a trellis visually, increasing the risk for the crew to collide with cables.



The SMART AVIONICS project

Thanks to the experience gained directly in fie-extinguishing, specifically with CL-415
aircraft of the national fleet, we chose to develop and build the prototype for a visual
electronic system called SMART AVIONICS based on neural networks able to spot any
kind of trellis during flight with a high rate of reliability. This specifically trained neural
network is not only able to recognize trellises, but can do that even when they are only
partially visible.
Thanks to current studies on the Human Factor, the Robotics division is working to create
an interface capable to notify the obstacle to the pilot in real time, generating clear and
non-invasive warnings, enhancing "situation awareness."



Not just trellises

Trellis identification is not the only purpose of this
project.
The vision is to train different neural networks and
integrate them into avionics.
These networks, aptly, trained, will be able to
recognize and notify any kind of obstacle during
flight, always conforming to situation awareness
and Human Factor criteria.



Technical features

The system consists of an on-board computer that
runs the software and the trained neural network, an
inertial platform (IMU) for advanced management
of navigational instruments, and one or more
cameras to spot the obstacles to the flight (trellises).
The entire system is connected to a high-brightness
monitor that allows to notify the warnings to the
pilot, conforming to "human factor" and "situation
awareness" criteria.
Everything is integrated with a IoT platform to
manage Big Data.



Innovative elements

The development of avionics committed to spotting
obstacles during flight through trained neural networks
provides a state-of-the-art, one-of-a-kind tool capable to
significantly increase the security degree during HEMS
operations or for any aircraft involved in low-altitude
interventions.

Neural networks are capable - in just a few tenths of
second - of notifying a potential dangerous situation to the
pilot, thus allowing to adopt any necessary correction to
the course to avoid collisions.
Avionics is integrated in a device capable of providing to
the user not only traditional navigational tools (artificial
horizon, altimeter, telemetry, etc.) but also to highlight the
potential presence of trellises through a dedicated monitor.
In a subsequent stage of development, neural networks can
be trained to recognize other obstacles to flight as well.



Innovative elements

All the HW/SW system has already been developed to be integrated in a
dedicated IoT (Internet Of Things) platform that receives all
navigational data, telemetry and another host of data related to
meteorological conditions, navigational maps, etc.

The IoT platform will be able to recollect data gathered during
navigation (like the presence of obstacles, for example) to recreate
continually updated maps of the highlighted obstacles (trellises or such).

Data and flight telemetry can also be downloaded and/or transferred on
the platform to recreate flight/mission profiles and/or sent to specific
verticalization software aimed to registered users, to enable dedicated
“tools”, including:

 augmented reality
 predictive maintenance software
 flight training software



Innovative elements

All data gathered in the IoT platform might be used for an
accurate reconstruction – through artificial intelligence (neural
networks) – of flight and/or mission profiles related to the
registered events to improve the degree of “situation awareness”
in the event of obstacle identification (course correction,
command execution, turns, reaction times, etc.).
This very analysis tool might contribute to reduce so-called
latent errors: latent errors are devious, since they do not
become apparent right away, but only after a while. That’s why
they are called latent.
They are mainly organizational errors and they appear as a
result of a series of bad decisions whose consequences are never
so evident as in the moment of disaster.
Furthermore, providing the aircraft with specific IoT devices to
be installed on the fuselage or on its mechanical parts, it might
be possible to run a suitable structural diagnostics aimed to
adopt innovative tools of predictive maintenance.



Market and application fields

Considering only the market of ultralight aircraft in
Europe, we are talking about over 100.000 recorded
aircraft.
Broadening the research to the global market, we are
talking about millions of aircraft.
With our innovative, one-of-a-kind technology, we aim
to reach a strong positioning on the market that will
allow us to get a significant competitive advantage.

The main application field is the ultralight aircraft
market, for the first stage of development.
A second stage considers the development of a
certified avionics for higher-class aircraft (for
example, helicopters used in HEMS).



PROTEO



Introduction

In a field like marine exploration, the 95% of the underwater environment is still
unexplored. In recent years, the technological development provided innovative instruments
capable of relieving man from the most difficult and dangerous tasks, allowing the exploration
of places so far unknown to human beings. For this reason, the Robotics division chose to
offer its technical/scientific contribution, developing, building and marketing a one-of-a-kind
tool called PROTEO.
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PROTEO

A POWERFUL, INNOVATIVE and 
MULTIFORM tool to explore seas, lakes and 

internal waters.
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PROTEO

Proteo is a powerful, versatile and easy-to-transport robot,
capable of satisfying the mission needs typical for ROV
(Remotely Operated Vehicle) and quickly convertible in AUV
(Autonomous Underwater Vehicle); a hybrid solution, enriched
by the potential of Artificial Intelligence, making it an
innovative tool able to meet mission requirements that were
inconceivable until today, reducing at the same time the need to
use qualified personnel to manage various mission profiles.
The technology we propose is to be viewed as a “leading
solution” in segment of the “man portable” robot market,
inheriting performances more similar to higher-class robots.

A robust, scalable and proprietary architecture makes the
project extremely “customizable,” based on mission specifics
and the costumer’s needs.
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ROV and AUV

A ROV – Remotely Operated vehicle – is an
underwater robot connected to a boat or to
land by a cable. Through this cable – and
operating with a Ground station – the operator
gives command and control signals to the ROV:
this allows the vehicle to be navigated remotely.
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Sub robots are classified as ROV or AUV.

An AUV – Autonomous Underwater Vehicle –
is a robot that carries out its survey mission
with no need of an operator. When the mission
is complete, the AUV returns to a pre-
programmed position where the data can be
downloaded and processed.



Underwater features of PROTEO
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Proteo is a prospect hybrid underwater vehicle (ROV/AUV) in the “man portable” class.

It is an ideal robot for coastal uses like survey, research, environmental monitoring, data
collection in polluted environments, evaluation of plant installation status, organism and
item mapping.

Proteo is accessible and easy to use, can be transported and managed by just one person, can
work with or without supporting vessels, and allows a significant saving on the times required
to carry out the activities.



Underwater features of PROTEO

The powerful algorithms for stability control allow even a non-adept user to
master the robot in its ROV version with utmost ease, since the user can count on a
constant electronic support during the entire navigation.
Its simple handling and versatility make Proteo one of the most competitive
devices globally.
The base version is equipped for activities of data collection in a sea underwater
environment at 0-200 mt. depth, weighs 15 kg. and is capable of reaching the
maximum depth required in a few minutes, allowing to collect, transmit and
manage data surveyed remotely and with interactive modes. Proteo can be
upgraded with the necessary features to carry out specific activities.
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Innovative elements

The team ability to manipulate and “train” the neural
networks make the robot always ready to react and adapt to
any operative scenario, allowing to reach performances and
results up to now impossible to achieve with the technological
currently available on the market.
The activities of Research and Development focused on
identifying a unique configuration that encompassed
completely new elements in that segment of reference
market, including for example features like:

 Hybrid solution ROV/AUV in the man portable class
 Equipped with Artificial Intelligence
 Integrated with IoT platform
 Capability of working in “swarming”
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Artificial Intelligence for Target recognition

With the advent of AUV, the need of
operators has been significantly reduced,
but the issue has not completely been
solved.

The Artificial Intelligence, especially for
all those missions that require finding and
recognizing a “specific” target, proves to be
a definitely more efficient tool to solve the
problem. With this equipment, the operator
does not need to “monitor” the mission
constantly, since the robot is capable of
recognizing and signaling automatically the
target it has been trained to find.
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Working in “Swarming” 

The choice to combine Artificial Intelligence with ROV/AUV brings countless benefits: one of
the most important benefit is that artificial intelligence makes robots capable of
“discretional judgement”; this feature is not only an invaluable help for all those activities
that so far required the ongoing presence of qualified personnel, but can also guarantee – as
a proactive element – the possibility to communicate, exchange data and coordinate between
the different units as parts of a single swarm, to execute together a series of tasks with a high
degree of efficiency and redundancy.

SELF ORGANIZATION
COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY

LONGEVITY

RELIABILITY AND ROBUSTNESS

LOW COST
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Innovative features

A robotic platform, versatile and interconnected with all the other 
devices of the family
Compact design
Easy to use
Flexible and modular technical solutions in the various fields of 
application
High quality in developing and implementing technological 
solutions
Cost reduction
Use of Artificial Intelligence
Possibility to work in “swarming”
Scalability of the mission project
Production of “proprietary” electronic, software and mechanical 
solutions
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The autonomous marine systems (ROV and AUV

included) transformed our ability to map and

monitor the sea environment.

Particularly, AUV systems allowed to explore areas

where the antiquated piloting technology via cable

could not arrive. The market for UUV (Unmanned

Underwater Vehicle) has seen its investments rise

from 2.69$ billion in 2017 to a prospected 5.20$

billion in 2022, with a constant increase in

investments of about 14.07% every year.

MARKET 
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All new economic, political and scientific drivers confirm an increment in the use of AUV
technologies for marine geo-sciences in the next future. A relevant part of the increase – and thus of
the investments – will concern the studies to improve current technologies for Mapping and
Imaging, particularly for scenarios of deep sea, where the lack of high resolution technology
represents a bottleneck to the achievement of a good understanding of geological processes,
particularly volcanoes and sediments. One of the most important aspects regarding the
understanding of such phenomena is represented by the analysis of the so-called “Marine
Geohazards”, i.e. definition and evaluation of the geological dangers in the sea, connected to the
morphostructural evolution of the continental borders, both in the short and in the long term.
Identifying such dangers (Geohazard) depends on the ability to recognize “potentially dangerous”
morphological manifestations, but mainly on the understanding of the geological processes and on
the prediction of their possible evolution.

Other reference markets are those related to applications for coastal security and marine
infrastructure, oceanographic exploration, environment protection, fish farming and fishing.

MARKET
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Port infrastructure

Building sites

Marine industries

Energy production plants

Oil and gas depot stations

Commercial trade

Oceanography

Geology/Vulcanology

Monitoring of oil pipelines and/or submarine cables

APPLICATION FIELDS 
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SECURITY AND MONITORING



APPLICATION FIELDS  

Sea bottom mapping

Abyss exploration

Frozen sea exploration

Submarine archeology and search for wrecks and artifacts
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OCEANOGRAPHIC EXPLORATION

Hull, catenary and sea bottom inspection

Assistance for scuba diving operations

Inspection and maintenance of crucial infrastructure

CIVIL AND MILITARY APPLICATIONS



APPLICATION FIELDS 

Emergency research

Environmental monitoring of seas and lakes (pollution, 

currents, refuse, etc.)

Monitoring/recognizing of sea fauna and flora

Monitoring protected areas and farming zones

Environmental surveys

Fishing monitoring and fraud prevention programs
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EMERGENCY

ENVIRONMENT AND MARINE BIOLOGY

FISHING AND FISH FARMING



HexORBIT



Introduction

The need to create small-size satellites derives from the complexity and the high costs for
launching traditional satellites.

Thanks to the miniaturization of electronics, now it is possible to drastically reduce the costs
and the size of satellites.

A smaller and lighter satellite requires smaller and cheaper carriers.
The advent of nano-satellites allowed to achieve missions impossible to carry out with a single
satellite.

Their structure makes possible to have multiple launches and to create satellite constellations
able to perform a variety of tasks with accessible costs.



Introduction 

We are entering a new era, where
outer space is becoming accessible
to everyone, and the Robotics
division intends to give its
technical-scientific contribution,
launching on the market a one-of-a-
kind satellite platform, a nano-
satellite integrated, intelligent,
cheap, powerful and versatile,
ready to comply with the most
ambitious space missions.

HexOrbit yearns to redefine many aspects connected to the usability of outer space,
offering technological tools and solutions never seen before, all of this enhanced by the
power provided by artificial intelligence.



The HexORBIT project

HexOrbit is a scalable platform for nano-satellites, 
powerful and versatile. The concept underlining 

HexOrbit is to provide an integrated development 
system for a wide array of space applications, both 

scientific and commercial, giving open-source 
hardware and software.

“The purpose is to change the paradigm of how outer spaced can be used, providing the 
tools to make it accessible to everyone, both in technological and economical terms.”



The purpose

Our mission is to facilitate access to outer space even to organizations not
currently operating in that sector, providing products and services that range
to the designing and production of subsystems, to integration, planning and
management of the entire mission cycle.

The "ground segment" to manage the mission is often the most expensive,
especially for the nano-class satellites. As the complexity of the mission
increases, so does the necessity of the band for the exchange of data between
the ground segment and the space segment.
Communications and "user segment" are guaranteed by the network,
relieving the user of all the logistics related to the connectivity and allowing
to concentrate all the resources on the payload.



Integration 

The satellite platform in its standard configuration is capable
to adapt to many mission profiles but, if required, the Team is
able to customize the configuration to match specific needs of
the customer.

Designed to be quickly integrated, from the request to the
delivery with reduced time and costs, HexOrbit yearns to
redefine the paradigm of how outer spaced can be used,
providing the tools to make it accessible to everyone, both in
technological and economical terms.

The satellite platform HexOrbit is currently in an advanced state
of development. All the subsystems and software installed inside
the satellite have been designed and built entirely by the
company itself. While designing the satellite, some unique
technological choices have been made to make this project
revolutionary in the aerospace field.



Technical features

Proprietary platform (subsystems and software)

Designed with COTS (Components Off The Shelf)

Multi-redundant EPS system (Electrical Power System)
Every solar panel is independent. Maximum tolerance to
system errors and guaranteed longevity for longer
missions.

Framework built with additive production technology
(aluminium)

Orbit: LEO 300-800 km

Weight: 1,33 Kg



Innovative elements

Use of COTS vs RadHard components

Conventional satellites of any size are made with dedicated
components able to withstand the extreme conditions of outer space,
particularly ionizing radiations.

Ionizing radiations carry a high amount of energy that can change the
information bits (0,1) inside digital electronic components. Changing
even one bit is enough for the software to malfunction. This is why
satellites are equipped with components called "RadHard," that are
capable to resist to ionizing radiations.



Innovative elements

The use of RadHard components in the design of a CubeSat involves many
drawbacks:

Longer times for components
In some instances, it can take quite a long time (weeks or even months) to procure
components. In the aerospace sector, where technological innovation is fast, this slowness in
searching for components can reduce progressively the initial technological advantage when
the satellite starts operating on its orbit.

Shortage of development tools
The development tools made available to design electronics with RadHard components are
usually poor, since every manufacturer provides his own software and libraries.

High costs
RadHard components are more expensive than their standard counterparts (even 100 times
more). However the real difference in costs is related to what revolves around the
components, i.e. the forced use of dedicated instruments, the necessary time to learn how to
use them, the shortage of libraries and ready-to-use software and the need to make new
ones.



Advantages of COTS components

Choosing to use COTS (Off-the-Shelf
components) instead for the HexOrbit
project involves several benefits.

They are easy to find on the market

They are cheap

There are many development tools with libraries and “open source” ready-to-use software

Integration times of a satellite are greatly reduced

It is possible to solve the issue of ionizing radiations adopting measures during the design 
phase, in order to distribute redundancy in a suitable way, both on hardware and software 
side.



Market 

The geo-spatial business adheres to this model in a massive way.
Some examples of this range from monitoring services for analysis of
land morphology, vegetation, and infrastructure, to surveillance of
marine and coastal locations in order to control aspects of
productivity and environment protection. The underlying idea is to
overcome the approach related to the production of maps and
geographical database (complex or not): those geo-informative
products are “static” and, even with their importance and worth,
they just illustrate situations that are not up-to-date just one hour
after they are made. On the other hand, a platform on Cloud is able
process in real-time – constantly and dynamically – data that are
always updated, guaranteeing a real informative control over the
area to be surveyed and the optimization of the predictive models
concerning the future.
So the former usage of a product becomes the continuous usage of an
informative service. We call this model “Information as a Service”.



Market 

The purpose of the Robotics Division is to offer practical solutions
and services for the market of Public Administration at national
and international level; for the market of Defence; for the
Educational market; for the Scientific Research, the Robotics
division wants to provide geo-spatial solutions for the market of
Agencies and European institutions like the European
Environment Agency, the European Defence Agency, the
European Union (EC, REA, JRC).

The division aims to develop solution for Earth Observation with
data remotely-collected from satellites, airplanes and drones; the
division wants to develop infrastructure of territorial data (SDI)
using Free Open Source, IoT Platforms and trading software of
the leading vendors, and also to offer solutions to create
geographical open data, meta-data catalogues and for the
space stream market, developing and integrating hardware and
software infrastructure to acquire, process and distribute data
gathered remotely, along their entire chain of production: from
Deep Space to Earth Observation, from Space Segment to
Ground Segment to User Segment.



Market 

The market made of societies operating in
the sectors of Oil&Gas, renewable
energies for transports (railways, roads)
and in engineering activities for works
and infrastructure is a sector of interest
for the development of this business. The
offer here ranges from systems for
business intelligence on geographical
data to the production of added value
geo-informative products from data of
Earth Observation.
A space segment made of a constellation
of little satellites (15-20), equipped with
“Earth tools Observation” systems (SAR,
high optical resolution, thermal infra-red)
allows to monitor crucial infrastructure.



Applications 

An example of application is monitoring a series of parameters that might influence
crucial infrastructure (railway or transportation, for example).

Monitoring would allow to identify, among other things:

Environmental monitoring

Critical infrastructure monitoring

Agriculture monitoring

Civil protection

Agriculture and forests

Infomobility

Infrastructure and engineering

Energy and utilities

Security and defence

Earth observation

Space software

Planetary exploration

Territorial planning

Marine and coastal environment

Satellite images

Remote survey sw
Photogrammetry sw
Desktop gis sw
Server gis/sid sw
2D and 3D data analysis
Meta-data management
Radar images processing
Optical images processing
Lidar data processing
Cartography and indicators for city 
planning
Full motion video



Main area of incentive and development

An example of application is monitoring a series of parameters that might influence
crucial infrastructure (railway or transportation, for example).

Monitoring would allow to identify, among other things:

Processing satellite data, airplanes and drones to produce cartography and geographical 
information
Design and development of infrastructure of space data (SDI) to archive geo-spatial data 
and to manage and share them
Design and development of solutions based of geo-locationing data in real-time through 
positioning systems like GPS/Galileo/GNSS and indoor locationing systems
Development of software to process data and images aboard satellites and for the 
infrastructure of the ground segment
Earth observation
Location based systems
Space software
GIS & Spatial infrastructure
Platform to manage and monitor IoT data
Integrated Engineering (Energy, Environment, Sustainable Development)



SR01X



The drone market is more and more abundant of vertical solutions for the application
of innovative technologies in several fields: precision agriculture, engineering,
environment, security, etc.

Our Robotics division decided to develop highly innovative solutions using a state-of-
the-art robotic platform.
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SR01X

SR01X is an autonomous robot based on the H4RP (H4-Robotic-Plaftorm) designed for
strategic reconnaissance missions and more.

The robot can be used as an advanced device for environmental and crucial
infrastructure monitoring. As with all the robots in the Robotics division, SR01X offers
remarkable benefits both for performance and for security.
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Technical features

The managers of the Robotics division share a patent for autonomous landing
with an accuracy lower than a centimetre.
Thanks to the use of GPS and of the integrated LTE module, SR01X can be
remotely-controlled, without having an on-site operator.
The artificial intelligence allows the robot to take off, land, recharge and
carry out missions in complete autonomy. The operator can still intervene in
any moment and modify the flight plan with a few easy operations.
SR01X is equipped with an encrypted datalink capable of carrying video
feeds in high resolution up to 15 km away, or worldwide through the LTE
network.
SR01X does not need to lean on local network infrastructure, since is
architecture makes it a hotspot on its own, able to provide a network and
share it with ground operators or other robots of the same family, developed
by the Robotics division.
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Innovative elements

The flexibility of its architecture makes SR01X a versatile
tool, capable of adapting to several mission profiles, with a
part heavily devoted to operative continuity and flight
security.

Thanks to the artificial intelligence, SR01X is not only able to
carry out missions independently, but can also spot possible
obstacles during flight and decide autonomously the best
way to avoid them.

On the other hand, the team ability to manipulate and “train”
neural networks makes the robot developed by the Robotics
division always ready to respond and adapt to any operative
scenario, allowing it to achieve performances and outcomes
impossible to attain with technologies currently available on
the market.
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R&D activities
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R&D activities focused on identifying a one-of-a-kind
configuration that encompasses completely new elements in
the segment of reference market, including but not limited to:

Artificial intelligence on every device
Autonomous navigational system
Modular architecture
Precision landing system
HOTSpot autonomous connection system
Integrated with IoT platform
Capability of working in “swarming”
Communication chatbot with other robots and operators



Artificial intelligence for Target recognition

The advent of UAV significantly reduced the need of
operators, but the problem was not completely
solved. The artificial intelligence proves to be a
definitely more efficient tool to solve the problem,
especially for all those missions that require finding
and recognizing a “specific” target. With this
equipment, the operator does not need to “monitor”
the mission constantly, since the robotic unit (the AI
in the robot) is capable of recognizing and signaling
automatically the target it has been trained to find.
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Working in “Swarming”

The choice to combine Artificial Intelligence with the
robot brings countless benefits: one of the most
important benefit is that artificial intelligence makes
robots capable of “discretional judgement”; this feature
is not only an invaluable help for all those activities that
so far required the ongoing presence of qualified
personnel, but can also guarantee – as a proactive
element – the possibility to communicate, exchange data
and coordinate between the different units as parts of a
single swarm, to execute together a series of tasks with a
high degree of efficiency and redundancy
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Innovative features

A robotic platform, versatile and interconnected with all the other devices of the family

Use of Artificial Intelligence

Possibility to work in “swarming”

Scalability of the mission project

Production of “proprietary” electronic and software solutions
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Application Fields
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Area control through the use of thermal and multi-spectrum cameras

Route pursuit (for example, rivers)

Target interception and pursuit

Refuse monitoring

Analysis of chlorophyll normalized indicator

Aerial photography

Crucial infrastructure monitoring

Chemical agent survey

Radiation measurement

Atmospheric agent control

Prevention

Project status



Some examples of projects to employ drones
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Drones for emergency services Drones for security services

Drones for environment management 

Drones for city planning, building stock, architecture and engineering

Drones for forensic activities, investigation and crime scenes

Drones for the energy market, plant control, infrastructure inspections

Military applications – anti-drones

Drones for agriculture
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